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INVESTOR POLL

HoW sHould cAsH-rIcH coMPAnIes sPend tHeIr reserves?

As many US companies are sitting on large cash piles, IR Insight sought the views of 150 buy-side and sell-side analysts on how 
these US corporates should spend the money. Mary Maude Research asked respondents to choose from a list of five options: 
share buybacks, increased dividends, acquisitions, R&D/organic growth, or paying down debt. 

Share buybacks are the most popular choice, closely followed by increased dividends, as shown below. Paying down debt is the 
least popular option. There is little difference between the views expressed by those on the buy side and those on the sell side. 
Many respondents choose more than one option and multiple respondents say the company should sit on the cash, even though 
this was not a listed option.

Share buybackS

‘Share buybacks make shareholders the most 
money’ – buy side

‘Share buybacks; someone needs to buy shares 
in this climate’ – sell side

‘Companies whose shares are undervalued 
should buy back shares’ – sell side

‘Share buybacks would make everyone a lot 
more confident about companies in general’ 

– sell side

‘Buybacks are the safest bet but it 
depends on the company’ – buy side

‘Share buybacks or paying a dividend, 
but it depends on the company’s 
outlook and what its business model 

is’ – buy side

‘If companies are trading below book 
price they should do buybacks. If trading 

above, however, special dividends are better’ 
– buy side

41%

39%

27%

13%

9%

IncreaSe dIvIdendS

‘Increasing dividends could work, but only if such action is 
given preferential tax treatment’ – buy side

‘Increased dividends give a better return to shareholders’ 
– sell side

‘Returning assets through dividends is a more credible way  
of dealing with profit’ – buy side

‘They should increase dividends and reward their investors’ 
– buy side

‘Increase dividends, of course. I am frustrated by companies 
that don’t’ – buy side

Make acquISItIonS

‘Make acquisitions. But then  
I would say that’ – sell side

‘Make acquisitions while interest 
rates are low’ – sell side

‘Making acquisitions in the 
biotech sector fuels investor 
interest’ – sell side

‘Companies should expand 
either through acquisitions or 
organic growth in order to give 
shareholders a better return’ 
– sell side

R&D/oRganic gRowth

‘Companies should 
expand either through 
acquisitions or organic 
growth’ – sell side

‘R&D and organic growth 
means returns for share-
holders’ – sell side

‘It would help us feel 
more positive to see the 
companies themselves 
reinvesting’ – sell side

Paying down debt

‘Paying down debt is a good way of reducing 
financial risk in such an uncertain market’ 
– sell side

‘I would advise caution and pay down some  
of the debt’ – buy side
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IRO POLL

All of the IR teams in the US Top 100 were asked the following questions:

1  Ir WIsH lIst

More access to management is the 
top request from IR teams

Which of the following would you 
like to ask the c-suite for?

Greater access to senior management 

Bigger team

Larger budget

Nothing

40%

31%

19%

10%

2  Ir socIAl MedIA stAtus 

Three quarters of the Top 100 are 
watching to see whether social  
media catch on for IR

Where do you stand on using social 
media for Ir?

Like (watching for now)

Dislike (hoping it doesn’t catch on)

Early adopter (already using it)

15% 11%

74%

3  socIAl MedIA use  

LinkedIn is the most familiar social 
media tool, but a fifth of the Top 100 
have not used any social media at all

Which of the following have you 
used in any professional capacity? 

LinkedIn

None

Twitter

YouTube

Facebook 

Blog

Other 
(StockTwits, Yammer)

33%

21%
15%

11%

9%

8%

3%

5  overseAs Investor 
tArGetInG

The UK is the most popular location 
for investor targeting outside of the 
US, followed by Canada

Besides the us, which country 
comes top of your investor- 
targeting list?

UK

Canada

Germany

China

None

Other Europe

Other Asia-Pacific

65%
12%

6%

5%
5%

4%3%

6  Ir InnovAtIon  

Apps, social media, video and mobile 
are at the cutting edge of IR, yet 
developing personal relationships 
with investors is also considered 
innovative

What is innovative in Ir?

Use of technology 
Getting closer to investors 
Finding fresh ways of reporting 
Nothing/cannot say 
Other

31%

17%15%

14%

23%

4  vIdeoconFerencInG  

One third of leading IR teams took 
part in at least one video-based  
investor meeting last year, with 
many more planning to experiment 
with it in 2012

How many investor meetings  
have you conducted via video in  
the last 12 months?

0

1-2

3-5

6-10

11-20

20+

65%

22%

7%

2%
2% 2%
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3 Qualcomm WInner

Listing  
information

Large cap
NASDAQ
Communications equipment

CEO Paul Jacobs

CFO William Keitel

Head of IR Bill Davidson 

IR team Warren Kneeshaw, John Sinnott, Amy Berguson, Min Shan, Rikta Nagrani, Kelley Uyeda

IR team size Seven

Award-winning IR

Best financial reporting 2012
Best IR in sector – technology (large-cap companies) 2012 & 2011
Short-listed for best use of technology for IR 2012
Short-listed for best investment community meetings 2012
Short-listed for best IR by a CEO or chairman – large cap 2012
Short-listed for best IR by a CFO – large cap 2012
Short-listed for grand prix for best overall investor relations – large cap 2011
Short-listed for best IRO – large cap 2011

Contact information www.qualcomm.co.uk ir@qualcomm.com +1 858 658 4813

IPS grade 2012: A+ 2011: A+ 2010: A-

Investor/analyst feedback

‘Qualcomm holds a regular annual meeting, as well as others during the year. Whenever we ask for a company visit, we get it, 
no problem’ – sell side

‘Qualcomm does good analysts’ days where we have access to more data. It presents in an interesting way, giving plenty of 
information on issues like long-term market trends’ – sell side

‘Paul Jacobs, the CEO of Qualcomm, is the friendliest CEO in the sector. He makes himself available if you happen to bump into 
him at a conference and makes everyone feel important. Usually at these things the CEO is running around, real busy, but 
Jacobs will always give you the time of day. He’s a hero to many’ – buy side

‘Qualcomm has a big IR team so it seems there’s always someone to answer basic questions and the company is consistent in 
the events it organizes’ – buy side

‘Qualcomm has excellent management and provides good investor calls’ – sell side

‘Qualcomm meetings are well organized, with a good basic format’ – buy side

‘Qualcomm’s website is fantastic, and all presentations and reports are put online promptly’ – buy side 

‘Qualcomm has done a good job navigating its way through such volatile markets. It provides quality information in financial 
releases, including data on market share, average selling price and total units: all the information I need’ – buy side 

 Bill Davidson, former head of IR and current senior vice 
president of global marketing and IR, cannot remember 
hearing a complaint about the company not disclosing 
enough information. Such is the amount of information 

made available that he says investors and analysts can take a really 
small metric and blow it out of proportion, if they so wish, even if 

Best financial reporting
not everyone in the investment community is 
that way inclined. As a buy-side respondent in 
this year’s research describes the wireless 
technology provider: ‘It provides quality 
information in financial releases, including 
data on market share, average selling price 
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Qualcomm

Honeywell

Danaher 

United Technologies

JPMorgan Chase & Co

IBM

Covidien

HealthSouth

The Coca-Cola Company

3M

Allergan

Apple

33

31

30

29

28

27

26

26

25

35

41

51

Best financial 
reporting

45
Sell-side
analysts

83%

89%

Institutional investo
rs

Institutional investors based in
 th

e 
U

S

and total units: all the information I need.’ 
Besides the sheer volume of information, 

the company provides segmented reporting, 
strives to be timely with its information, issuing 
its 10Q and 10K simultaneously with its earning 
report, and has a commitment to being at the 
forefront of disclosure that goes back years. 

Davidson cites SOX 404 as a particularly 
salient example of this: Qualcomm was among 
the first companies to certify for the section  
in the post-Enron SOX legislation, designed  
to ensure that publicly traded companies 
establish and disclose their internal controls 

and procedures for financial reporting. ‘That was an example 
where you had this thing that was put out there and a lot of  
companies were viewing it as onerous,’ recalls Davidson. ‘We  
felt really good about our existing procedures.’ 

The drive to be first on SOX 404, as with all reporting, came 
from the top. CFO William Keitel, short-listed in the best IR by a 
CFO category this year, set the finance team the challenge to be  
an early certifier, and the team rose to the challenge. ‘One of the 
things Bill truly believes in is that when you have the opportunity – 
and opportunities are usually pretty rare –  to show the strength of 
your underlying finance team and the structure you put in place, 
you take every opportunity to do that,’ says Davidson. 

Keitel became CFO of the company in 2002; the following  
year Davidson first took charge of investor relations, so the two 
men have worked together for more than eight years. Describing 
Keitel’s commitment to IR, Davidson says, ‘He is very participative, 
understands the function and sees the value – on both the finance 
side and the relationship-building side.’

For his part, Davidson is particularly attuned to the value of IR 
above and beyond being a channel for releasing numbers. When he 
took up the IR role at Qualcomm in 2003 he came from a sales and 
marketing background. But while his style of CV may be increasingly 
rare among senior IR heads these days, he is adamant about the 
continuing need for people like him in any well-balanced IR team.  

‘Some companies put a finance person in the role and treat it  
as a reactive function,’ he says. ‘For me, coming into it, I looked at 
it as a sales role, where I watch my top 100 shareholders closely, 
figuring that – just like a customer – it is easier to keep one than  
go get one. I would call out to them if I didn’t have any meetings 
scheduled, building relationships, asking them what they are 
hearing and what they need to know.’ 

According to Davidson, the diverse set of skills on the Qualcomm 
IR team covers a strong finance background, people with an 
operations background, and a wealth of industry knowledge. This 
enables the team to cater both to a sell-sider who might want to go 
deep into a model and an investor who wants to have a discussion 
about broader industry trends. Take up of the latter is becoming 
increasingly common, notes Davidson, as savvy investors do more 
of their own research, relying on the sell side as only one of a 
number of data points. ‘If you have only been in finance within a 
company, you may not have that perspective,’ he says.

Four people at Qualcomm talk to the investor base on a regular 
basis. Resources-wise, the six-person IR team (seven including 
Davidson) headed up by Warren Kneeshaw puts Qualcomm in the 
top 15 percent of this year’s US Top 100. ‘When I compare us with 
other companies I talk to, we are in a class with the few, where we 
have a good number of resources applied to IR,’ admits Davidson. 
He says management has always understood the value in IR 
because it recognizes it as a useful feedback mechanism for finding 
out what investors and analysts see as the key opportunities for the 
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company, as well as any upcoming challenges to the business.

IR is proving its worth to other departments and colleagues at 
the company, too. As part of his current role, Davidson oversees 
all of the communications functions at the company, apart from 
government affairs. His view is that having IR, PR and corporate 
communications under one umbrella provides useful opportuni-

ties to share skills and knowledge across 
these departments – so, for instance, the 
investor relations team provides input to the 
public relations team on how it should write 
the Q&As for press releases, and takes part  
in the press release review process.

Best IR in sector – technology (large-cap companies)

 Qualcomm has shown a mark of consistency these past  
two years. Third in the US Top 100 in 2011 and 2012, it  
has also held onto the gong for best IR in the technology 
sector during that period. The IR team benchmarks its 

offering against its peers and competitors, according to Bill 
Davidson, senior vice president of global marketing and IR, but  
it is not an active program. Rather, if Qualcomm becomes aware  
of another company rolling out an idea or development that is 
winning fans among the investment community, a member of the 
IR team will reach out to that company for further information.   

Qualcomm also originates its own products. Eight years ago,  
for instance, when Davidson was going out on the road with 
another IR colleague, both men started writing down the types of 
questions they were getting and the areas attracting most investor 
interest. Out of that grew the Fast Facts book. Intended for internal 
IR use, the book was subsequently issued to each member of the 
management team; even the PR team now uses it. 

‘My philosophy has always been that IR shouldn’t be a con-
cierge,’ says Davidson. ‘It is not about an investor calling in and  
IR saying, We’ll find someone in the business to talk to you. My goal 
for all the questions we get is that the IR team answers 9 out of 
every 10 without having to involve the business.’ 

The good news for anyone in the IR team looking to make  
an impression is that, in Davidson’s estimates, reading Fast Facts 
from cover to cover would provide the answers to 999 out of the 
1,000 questions he is most likely to be asked. ‘If I could pick one 
thing I put in place during my tenure that has probably lived the 
longest and been the most valuable, even to me, it would be that 
book,’ he declares. ‘I go nowhere without it.’ 

It is all publicly disclosed information, as well, so a forgetful  
IR team member is in no danger of drawing SEC reproach should 
the book be innocuously left behind in a coffee shop or on public 
transport. ‘If I ever dropped it in an airport it would be helpful to 
someone, but not at any risk of selective disclosure,’ Davidson jokes. 

This does not, in Davidson’s opinion, set the company apart 
from the rest, however. nor is it anything on the website, the use  
of videoconferencing or any other use of technology that might 
have contributed to Qualcomm’s short-listing for the best use of 

Qualcomm

Honeywell

United Technologies

Intel

Apple

Texas Instruments

Cisco Systems

Microsoft

IBM

AT&T

Google

Oracle

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Comcast

213

207

128

125

106

92

83

82

79

72

68

246

263

292

Best IR in sector – technology 
(large-cap companies)

technology for IR award this year (see page 9). 
The real differentiator, he says, is treating IR 
as a proactive rather than a reactive function. 
During quiet periods, post-earnings results, 
the team will call up Qualcomm’s top holders 
to get their opinions and offer service. ‘you pick 
up the phone,’ says Davidson. ‘Forming that 
tight relationship is what differentiates you 
from other companies. It becomes a mutual 
relationship of information sharing.’ 
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 Stepping into the IR role at Ryder System in 2003, Bob  
Brunn was presented with a considerable challenge. The 
firm had underperformed in the 1990s under a different 
management team, which created reluctance among the 

investor base to regard Ryder as an investment opportunity. 
‘We had a great story to tell about the changes we were making 

under the new management but it was difficult to get an open ear 
because investors have long-term memories,’ Brunn explains. ‘It 
has really been a process of building relationships over time to 
grow an investor following.’ 

The realization of that process in the intervening years has seen 
a considerable number of sell-side analysts pick up coverage of the 
company. The 15 analysts who cover Ryder System today represent 
a five-fold increase from the three Brunn inherited when he joined 
the team as its sole member more than eight years ago. At the 
same time, Ryder has been moving beyond its largely domestic 

investor base, looking outside of the US to 
Canada and Europe. 

To keep up with this growing investor 
audience, Brunn expanded his fledgling IR 
team last year with the appointment of senior 
IR director Calene Candela. ‘Calene has been 
with the company for many years and has 
viewed the business from various different 
perspectives,’ Brunn says. ‘I am relieved as  
I think our expanding team indicates our  
multi-year path to increase awareness, and 
visibility with buy-side and sell-side analysts  
is functioning well.’ 

The enlarged IR team also meant Brunn 
could overhaul the annual report and redesign 
the IR website. Until last year, for instance, the 

=38 ryder system WInner

Listing  
information

Small cap
NySE
Road & rail

CEO Greg Swienton

CFO Art Garcia

Head of IR Bob Brunn

IR team Calene Candela 

IR team size Two

Award-winning IR
Best IR in sector – consumer services/business services 2012
Short-listed for grand prix for best overall investor relations program – small cap 2012
Short-listed for best IR professional – small cap 2012

Contact information www.ryder.com bob_brunn@ryder.com +1 305 500 4210

IPS grade 2012: A+ 2011: A- 2010: B

Investor/analyst feedback

‘Bob Brunn is the most organized and knowledgeable IR professional I know. He could be a chief executive or CFO of a smaller 
company’ – buy side

‘Bob Brunn and his team are true professionals. They have built an efficient and effective IR system’ – sell side

‘Bob Brunn is top-notch’ – sell side

‘I think Ryder System provides the best IR because of the amount of detail it gives you. The quarterly presentations it puts 
together are excellent’ – sell side

‘Ryder System’s IRO is the best in the industry: accessible, timely and knowledgeable’ – sell side

‘Ryder System’s CFO does a nice job of communicating’ – sell side

Best IR in sector – consumer services/business services
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Ryder System

Cognizant 

UDR

InnerWorkings

Dollar Thrifty Auto

Simon Property Group

Camden Property

DIRECTV

American Public Education

Tyco International

DeVry 

Equity Residential

Redwood Trust

54

53

52

46

46

45

45

41

41

41

56

76

103

Best IR in sector – consumer 
services/business services

on its head. We want to continue to concentrate on our website  
as we go along,’ Brunn says. 

This year, Ryder moves up from 303 in the US rankings to  
joint 38th. Added to that, the company wins best IR in sector for 
consumer services/business services and is short-listed for the 
grand prix for best overall IR for small-cap companies. Brunn is 
also individually short-listed in the best IR professional category. 

The head of IR attributes Ryder’s success to an active calendar 
of conferences, corporate access events and roadshows. ‘Being  
a little one-off in the market, we have to work a little harder to 
gain the attention of the Street and investors,’ he says. ‘We have  
to help it understand some of the distinctive characteristics of  
our business model.’

The Fortune 500 company has an array of businesses,  
which include providing transportation, logistics and supply  
chain management solutions. According to Brunn, that makes  
the dynamics of the business somewhat unique in the market.  
‘We like to focus on the operating facilities because when  
investors see what we do, it really helps them understand how  
our business functions,’ he explains.  

On a personal note, he believes his 23 years with the company 
spent working in different departments, including finance and field 
operations, have been helpful. This experience enables him to tell 
the Ryder story from a first-hand perspective. ‘I think that is what 
investors look for and respond to,’ he notes. 

nowadays Brunn handles corporate strategy as well as IR. 
‘They tie together from both sides’, he points out. ‘Being involved  
in corporate strategy helps me paint the IR picture more clearly  
to investors, and the view we get from investors helps shape 
corporate strategies. They are synergistic.’

annual report was designed in hard copy first 
and subsequently uploaded to the website. 
That has now changed so that it is designed 
directly for the website. ‘We threw the annual 
report up on the web and turned the process 
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Best IR professional – mid-cap 

 The eye of the financial storm in 2008 
proved to be a turning point for the IR 
program at Sirona Dental Systems, a 
debutant in the IR Magazine US Awards 

and US Top 100 rankings this year. The former 
dental equipment unit of german giant 
Siemens was the subject of a private equity 
buyout in 1998, followed eight years later by  
a reverse merger into the US-listed digital 
imaging company, Schick Technologies.

When the crisis hit land, the share price of 

the nascent public company with a legacy of private equity debt 
dropped from the mid-$30s to $8 (today it is in the mid-$40s). It 
had a very big impact on investor psychology, remembers John 
Sweeney, former vice president of IR at Sirona. ‘It really goes back 
to when we were doing some marketing in new Jersey and all the 
investor questions were debt-based: What is your debt? When is  
the first payment on your debt? This was a surprise to us. Everybody 
was treating us like a distressed company,’ he recalls.

The business at the time was sound, Sweeney maintains, 
despite the impact of the downturn. In 2009, for instance, he says 
revenues were up by 1.3 percent, earnings grew by double digits 
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Biggest challenge in IR career?
At Sirona: no analysts, no coverage, no history of SEC reporting. 
Starting from absolute scratch. It takes a while before you get 
the rhythm, even with some of the things you take for granted, 
like a quarterly 10Q. Those things were building up at the  
same time as [we were] building up an IR function. It was  
all happening at once. It’s a great environment to learn in,  
but it is also a very challenging environment. 

Where are you on the analyst arc – you want more coverage, 
less or the same?
Analyst coverage is positive. My disposition would be that more 
is better. The worst thing in the world is not to be talked about. 
you want a good steady flow of analyst notes going out to 
portfolio managers and buy-side analysts’ inboxes. We would be 
happy to add to our coverage, even more so if it is quality work.

Has your role as head of IR changed since you started in 2006?
Initially there was a lot of figuring out what to do, who we 
wanted to be and what level of activity we wanted to have.  
Now I probably have more autonomy because we know our 
messaging. The story is set so it is about executing, going  
out and telling the story. 

John sweeney, former vice president of Ir, Sirona Dental Systems

and the cash flow was ‘pretty good’. ‘The perception just didn’t 
match the reality,’ he explains, so the decision was made to 
become more active and aggressive in going out and telling the 
Sirona story, basically saying ‘yes’ to everything. 

This ‘aggressive’ marketing that started in 2009 has continued 

apace and then some. Last year, Sirona held 
340 meetings with 700 investors, conducted  
via 20 or so conferences, and an equal number 
of annual roadshows to metro markets in the 
US, including Dallas and Kansas, as well as a 
couple of factory visits. But the differentiator, in 
Sweeney’s view, is the trade shows: IR attends 
about 16 industry events during the year. 

‘Tomorrow, I’m going up to the yankee 
Dental Congress in Boston and there we’re  
not going to talk about the business, we are 
not going to talk about numbers. We’re going 
to talk about our 3D imaging system for the 
dental office,’ he explains. 

Trade shows give investors and analysts  
a chance to touch the product but they also 
allow Sweeney to talk to the salespeople about 
the industry. He values their knowledge and 
insight because they are closer to the coalface. 
‘They know which way the wind is blowing long 
before the accounting results would show it,’  
is how he sees it. 

Sweeney doesn’t stop there, however. He 
will also take five or six buy-side analysts and  
a sell-side sponsor to observe a dentist doing  
a tooth restoration using Sirona equipment. 
What’s more, Sweeney is actually receiving  
his own training on the equipment. ‘If they’re 
training people on single-tooth restorations 
and it’s reasonably close to our office then I’ll 
just go for the weekend course and get trained 
in taking digital impressions or get trained in 
designing restorations,’ he says, casually.  
With such proximity to the products it should 
come as little surprise that investors applaud 
Sweeney for his knowledge of the business and 
products, although there is no mention of his 
dentistry prowess.

Sweeney joined the company in 2006 after 
spending three years in IR at WeightWatchers. 
As he nears a decade in the profession, he  
is positive investors and analysts want consis-
tency from IR above all else. The messaging  
at Sirona, for instance, is agreed every three 
months around earnings call time, and 
thereafter it is the same story coming from  
the CEO, CFO and IRO. ‘Like your Starbucks 
cappuccino, consistency in messaging is very 
important,’ Sweeney notes, before offering a 
word of caution for those IROs who try to be 
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*John Sweeney left Sirona shortly after this report was completed. 
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too dynamic with their story. ‘Investors want to 
see you year after year. They want to see you 
telling the same story year after year. If your 
strategy is working, it shouldn’t be changing.’

Prior to IR, Sweeney was an equity research 
associate at Citigroup and this formative 
experience has proved a solid grounding for his 
latter career in investor relations. ‘All you are 
doing is pitching a stock, telling a story, and 
you get to learn what it is institutional investors 
are looking for,’ he says. ‘you get to learn what 
the questions really mean and how to frame an 
investment thesis. you go on the morning call 
and you have two minutes to get through the 
salient points about why your call is accurate, 
and that is a very good experience; it forces  
you to prioritize. Sell-side equity research  
also allows you to work on response times.  
you have to get an answer out quickly and it 
has to be thoughtful and relevant.’

nonetheless, success in his current role at 
Sirona could not come without the efforts of 
his CEO Jost Fischer and CFO Simone Blank, 
Sweeney stresses. One of Fischer or Blank  
will be in attendance at roughly 40 percent  
of one-on-one meetings – which is quite a  
feat given that they are based in Salzburg, 
germany, and close to 95 percent of Sirona’s 
investors are located in the US. 

Sweeney admits he initially thought the geographical separation 
of IR and senior management would prove problematic. But 
between travel, email and regular calls, his concerns have proved 
unfounded. In fact, being conscious of the physical distance may 
even make his CEO and CFO more responsive, he says. Either way, 
the company operates in 135 countries, Sweeney points out, and  
at that level such divisions become less significant.

=38 sirona dental systems WInner

Listing  
information

Mid-cap
NASDAQ
Healthcare equipment & supplies

CEO Jost Fischer

CFO Simone Blank

Head of IR TBA: John Sweeney left Sirona shortly after research for this report was completed.

IR team size One

Award-winning IR
Best IR professional – mid-cap 2012
Short-listed for grand prix for best overall investor relations program – mid-cap 2012

Contact information www.sirona.com ir@sirona.com +1 718 482 2184

IPS grade 2012: A+

Investor/analyst feedback

‘Good communication throughout. Sirona explains clearly and points out nuances’ – portfolio manager

‘John Sweeney, IRO at Sirona, knows his business well and is good at explaining the detail’ – buy side
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Methodology
The sample group for this study consists of sell-side 
analysts, buy-side analysts and portfolio managers. 
 Ipreo provided contact details of more than 23,000 
buy-side analysts, sell-side analysts and portfolio 
managers based in the US and covering US equities.

The first stage was to email all the contacts with  
an electronic version of the survey, programmed by 
research company Fox Insight. Fieldwork for this took 
place during September and October 2011 and 392 
respondents completed the online survey. In november 
2011 Mary Maude Research in London interviewed  
a further 322 people by telephone, taking the total 
responses to 714. On average, telephone interviews  
took between 10 and 15 minutes. 

Points, rankings, scores and grades

POINTS
Each respondent was asked to make three nominations 
per award category: first, second and third. A first choice 
nomination earns six points, a second choice earns three 
and a third choice earns two. The total number of points is 
then calculated by multiplying by six the number of ‘firsts’, 
by three the number of ‘seconds’, and adding two points 
for each third. This points system is also used for most  
of IR magazine’s perception studies around the world.

RANKINGS
The points allow us to rank all companies in the entire 
investor perception study. This is done by adding together 
all the points in the nine awards categories open to all 
companies (ie, excluding best IR during a corporate 
transaction, best IR for an IPO, the sector awards and  
the overseas company awards). The company with the 
highest number of points obtains the number one 
ranking. As companies’ points decrease, so do their 
rankings. This year the lowest number of points any 
ranked company can have is 30.

SCORES & GRADES
The rankings enable us to calculate a normalized  
score for all companies in each investor perception  
study around the world. This normalized score reflects 
each company’s ranking by reference to its percentile, 
allowing companies to compare their IR performance 
with that of their global peers. The scores in turn are 
used to calculate a company’s grade, which reflects the 

quartile of a company’s ranking. Companies with a score 
and ranking in the top quartile receive a grade A+, the 
next quartile is A, the next is A– and the lower quartile is 
grade B. US companies can compare the quality of their 
investor relations programs with those of companies 
outside of the US by using the custom benchmarking tool 
on www.InsideInvestorRelations.com. More information 
about grades and scores can also be found there.

AWARDS
There are a total of 37 awards in this study. Awards are 
given for each category asked within the survey as well as 
for 14 sector awards (see below). The company or individual 
with the most points in each category wins the award. 

Four awards categories are broken down into three 
cap sizes: large cap (over $20 bn), mid-cap ($2 bn to $20 
bn) and small cap (under $2 bn). These awards are the 
grand prix for best overall investor relations program and 
the individual awards for best IR by a CEO or chairman, 
best IR by a CFO and best IR professional. A company’s 
market cap was determined as of October 2011 by 
reference to the relevant exchange indexes.

To determine the winners of the sector awards, each 
company’s points in all the other awards categories are 
added together and the highest scoring company within 
that sector wins the award. 

Companies are classified in accordance with the 
following sectors:
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AWArds By sector

Consumer goods 

Consumer services/business services

Diversified industrials/automotive/forestry & paper

Finance/speciality finance/insurance

Healthcare

Leisure/media/restaurants

Metals & mining/coal/steel

Oil & gas/oil services

Pharmaceuticals/biotech/chemicals

Retail

Technology (large-cap companies)

Technology (mid & small-cap companies)

Transport

Utilities
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Respondents
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online 
survey

telephone 
survey

All or most sectors 33 81

Basic materials – metals & 
mining

29 12

Consumer goods 40 22

Consumer services 
(including retail)

53 17

Energy 42 31

Financials 44 32

Healthcare 80 36

Industrials (including 
construction)

51 30

Media & entertainment 0 12

Real estate 8 4

Small & mid-cap companies 0 8

Technologies (including 
telecoms

67 37

Transport 0 10

Utilities 18 13

Other 19 15

online 
survey

telephone 
survey

total

sell-side analyst 278 174 452

Buy-side analyst   60 84 144

Portfolio manager   46 59 105

other 8 5 13

total respondents 392 322 714

Respondents by sectorRespondents by investment role

ONLINE SURVEy
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